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In the nineteenth century, 
with the rise of the 
modern, secular, nation-
state in Europe (think of 
France), sovereign, 
governmental power, 
Foucault argues, came to 
be exercised 
PRODUCTIVELY in a mode 
he calls POWER OVER 
LIFE — though the use of 
the census and of statistics 
to CREATE CATEGORIES 
of people; and the making 
of  programs of social 
welfare to cultivate the 
GROWTH of particular 
parts of a nation’s 
POPULATION. The symbol 
might be PRUNING 
SCISSORS. 

This is BIOPOWER, 

that which “brought life and its 
mechanisms into the realm of explicit 
calculations and made knowledge-
power an agent of transformation of 
human life” (143). 
Foucault, Michel. The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction. Vintage, 1990. © Vintage. All 
rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, 
see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 

BIOPOWER operates thru two poles: 

anatomo-politics of the human body 

bio-politics of the population 

these often met in the domain of sex 
— as behavior, as reproduction, as 
identity 
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BIOPOWER often operates 
through 

THE CREATION OF NEW 
CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE 

THE NATURALIZATION OF THESE 
CATEGORIES, SOMETIMES 
THROUGH BIOLOGY 

THE IDEA OF THE 
POPULATION/STATE/NATION 

PROMOTING THE LIVES OF SOME 
MEMBERS OF THE POPULATION 
AND NOT OTHERS 
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BIOECONOMY, BIOVALUE, 
BIOCAPITAL 

Today’s readings are about what happens when biological things — 
livestock, human cells, human organs, vaccines — become objects of 

exchange and of commerce, sometimes within the informal 
economies of science (exchanging lab materials), sometimes within 
the commodity markets of capitalism, sometimes within illicit, black 
markets. All of the authors in our articles for today show that there are 
deep cultural meanings attached to the ways we think about animal 
and human bodies and these shape how their elements may become 
products. 
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Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book by and for Women. Touchstone, 1973. © 
Touchstone. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more 
information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 

second edition, 1973 
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Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies, Ourselves. Atria Books, 2011. © Atria Books. All rights reserved. This 
content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 

ninth edition, 2011 
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“New transplant transactions 
are a blend of altruism and 
commerce; consent and 
coercion; gifts and theft; 
science and sorcery; care and 
human sacrifice” (150). 

Scheper-Hughes, Nancy. “The Last Commodity: Post-Human Ethics and the Global Traffic in ‘Fresh’ Organs.” 
Chapter 9 in Global Assemblages: Technology, Politics, and Ethics as Anthropological Problems. Edited by Aihwa 
Ong and Stephen J. Collier. Wiley-Blackwell, 2004. © Wiley-Blackwell. All rights reserved. This content is 
excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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BIOVALUE or BIOCAPITAL often 
operates through 

… 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Image by Jastrow on Wikimedia Commons. This image is in the public domain. 

Aristotle, 324 BCE — 322 BCE 
Photo of Roman copy in marble of a Greek bronze bust of 
Aristotle by Lysippos, c. 330 BC, sourced from wikipedia 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

© Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

© Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

Wage — the exchange-value given to labor as commodity 

© Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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© Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. © Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

Wage — the exchange-value given to labor as commodity 

BUT — Labor is qualitatively different from things; it is animate, where things are not 

© Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For © Source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

Wage — the exchange-value given to labor as commodity 

BUT — Labor is qualitatively different from things; it is animate, where things are not 

If labor is treated as just one input into the making of commodities, laborers can feel 
alienated, separated from their labor; it can become meaningless. 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

Wage — the exchange-value given to labor as commodity 

BUT — Labor is qualitatively different from things; it is animate, where things are not 

If labor is treated as just one input into the making of commodities, laborers can feel 
alienated, separated from their labor; it can become meaningless. 

This image is in the public domain. Source: Wikimedia Commons. 
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Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

Exchange-value — the abstract (often monetary) value of a thing (e.g., price) 

Commodity — a thing with both use-value and exchange-value 

Labor — the capacity to work, grounded in the use-value, life-force of the laborer 

Wage — the exchange-value given to labor as commodity 

BUT — Labor is qualitatively different from things; it is animate, where things are not 

If labor is treated as just one input into the making of commodities, laborers can feel 
alienated, separated from their labor; it can become meaningless. 

The effect of making of labor into a commodity like any other, and the homogenization of 
all kinds of labor as having exchange-value equivalents, is that we come to see 
commodities themselves, including money, as lively agents, rather than being the result 
of relations among people. 

This is what Karl Marx called COMMODITY FETISHISM, the assignation of vitality or “life” 
to a commodity (e.g., a cool car, a smartphone, Alexa!) , derived from forgetting or 
obscuring the fact that it has been created through labor — and particularly through the 
social relationships in which laborers work. 
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BUT — Labor is qualitatively different from things; it is animate, de
de
If labor is treated as just one input into the making of commodities, l
alienated, separated from their labor; it can become meaningless.

TThhee eeffffeecct t ooff mmaakkiinngg ooff llaabboor r iinnttoo aa ccoommmmooddiityty lliikkee aannyy ooththeerr,, aanndd ththee  
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g people.

Use-value — what a thing is useful for 

., price)

f the laborer

e things are not 

aborers can feel

/— what a thing is useful for 

., price) 

f the laborer 

aborers can feel 

hhoommooggeenniizzaatitioonn oaallll kkiinnddss ooff llaabboorr aass hhaavviinngg eexxcchhaannggee--vavall 
ccoommee ttoo sseeeells, rather than being the result of relations amon 

Image below designed by 
www.motski.com 

© Berkeley Sociology. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, 
see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 

© Motski. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For 
more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 

This is what Karl Marx called COMMODITY FETISHISM, the assignation of vitality or “life” 
to a commodity (e.g., a cool car, a smartphone, Alexa!) , derived from forgetting or 
obscuring the fact that it has been created through labor — and particularly through the 
social relationships in which laborers work. 
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“The highly fetishized kidney is 
invested with all the magical 
energy and potency that the 
transplant patient is looking for 
in the name of ‘new’ life” 
(156). 

“The transformation of a 
person into a ‘life’ that must be 
prolonged or saved at any cost 
has made life into the ultimate 
commodity fetish” 
(157). 

Scheper-Hughes, Nancy. “The Last Commodity: Post-Human Ethics and the Global Traffic in 
‘Fresh’ Organs.” Chapter 9 in Global Assemblages: Technology, Politics, and Ethics as 
Anthropological Problems. Edited by Aihwa Ong and Stephen J. Collier. Wiley-Blackwell, 
2004. © Wiley-Blackwell. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative 
Commons license. For more information, see https://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/. 
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Empirical: What is the BIOLOGICAL OBJECT/SUBSTANCE at 
issue? Describe its cultural and political meaning. What cultural 
values does it stand for? Does it stand for “life”? How does it 
travel/move/circulate? 

Theoretical: explain the tensions in treating the object as property 
or as a commodity. Who benefits? Who suffers? What dynamics are 
erased when we think of the case study purely through something 
like the category of “price”? What is the argument of the text? 
How would you define BIOVALUE or BIOCAPITAL for the case? 
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